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Changes In The wairdIng Of Cutlines

Fail To Reduce Photographs' Offensiveness

°

lb.Newspapers are publishing more photographi than ever before, enla rging-the
. ,

4, ....

photographs and using more color in an effort to attralt more rea4rs. But.iew
. .

r .-

euidelinek-are available to help editors decide which' Photographs Ire most hews-
.,

Ll.'

'Oorthy,and which.phOtographs are most likely to interest and to please their

readers.

Because some newsworthy photograp21 upset rather than please readers

especially photographs of human grief, humiliation, nudity, violence, injuries.

and death -- editors also. need to know more about the methods thee night bepused

to minimize readers' complaints about the publication of those types. of

photographs'.
,

.

Previous research-has demonstrated the value and popularity of photographs..

Schuamm and White found that, "Reading of news pictures apparently begins as earl

as comics, but increases (instead of falling.Off as comics do) after 15, reaches

Peskin middle life and remains relatively. high. "1 Swensonfpuntthat only)

/ /
of the persons who read a newspaper will react a typicalliewskStory,

.

but that ,51.7

will look at a typical, photograph.2 'Similarly, Larkin, Grotta and Stout found'th

54 the newspaper readers 21 to 34 years old, and 42; Of the older readers, vs

newspapers to publish more photographs.3
'0

MacLean and Rao explain that, gOod picture..-oan telralot--fast--ssidm1

big wallop that the readers won't forget." However, MacLean and Kato aliOlound
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that: "We have praciIcally no research on how we can hest make -di select those

'good' pictures to do such jobs for u.s. Despite the, thousands of readership and

audiencd studies,' editors and photographers still have to petty much fly.hy the

seatof their pants ......
"4

MacLean and Hazard did find.clear7cut differences in the preferences of men
..

.
.,. I(and women. 5

Photographs' impact
.

and popularity also Seem to vary with readers'
,

educational levels, incomes, ages and races. Furthermore: "ode certain types of

content--animals, people, s9eieryl and highly topical news itemsare well liked

and highly read. Pictures of war, destruction, diath arouse,great intensity and

are highly read, but apparently are not well liked by most people.."6

Previous studies also have reported that editors and readers generally agrei)

on which photographs are most interesting and newsworthy:.-"Principal exception.

came on dramatic and gtuesomd photos. Editors seemed more tolerant of violence,

but readership was divided Generally, readers preferred featisre pictures, while

Heditt;e..prefer fresh, hard news Thotos."7

The problem of taste is especially difficult. Newspapers normally do not

publi holographs that show fronts' nudity, &scene gestures,
,

bloody injuries or
p. \k.

the bodies of persons their readers might know. Editors also are critical of

photographs that are obviously , -contrivedthat are posed rather than spont44Ous.
. ,

\ - .

vr. .

Hut there 'aLe exceptions. 1While judging photograls edttors seem' to apply the ru.:.,
Ae

. )

that, ' .'If andit's a liig story, and the picture tells i , prini.,it.j Thus, some

photographs are-so obviously newsworthy that editors set aside other considerations

such' as their popularity and tastefulnessi,withoutmUCh rebate.'

For example: hundreds of editors published the photograph of Lee Harm

Oswald clutching at stomach after he was shot by Jack Ruby in the basement of

a Dallas police station.' Photographs taken in Vietnam showed a 73-ye-it-old monk

r engulfed inflames and the chief of the South Vietnamese. National Police.firing a

4
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pistol int the brain of a hal ems captive.

Newspapers
pars from Boston to Tokyo also published aeries of photographs which

I

showed a

L

ream attempting to rescue a young, woman and a 2- year -old child from

IL

a Boston ire escape. The woman plunged toher deathwhen the fire escape collapsed,

and the hlication of those photographs "raise:raspy troubling questions and

aroused, gry lesponsesfrom newspaper riadets."9
-

,

Rea rs accused thenewspapers of cheap jOurnalism, voyeurion4 Insensitivity,

irrespo ibility, needy es pensationalism, an-invasion of personal Privacy, And a

tastelee display of.humin)tragedy to iell,newspapers.
10

column% Novi. Ephron responded that: "They deserved to be printed

because they are great pictures, breathtaking pictures of something that:happened.

That they disturb readers is exactly as it-should be: that's why photojournalism'

is often more powerful than written journalism." An editor at The Washington Post

added that the primary criterion used to judge a photograph of (leach is "the

importance of'the news event." Another news executive wagered that, if the woman

had survived, there would have been very little reaction. "The picture would not

have changed," he explained, "but the fact of death is what reached into the *Inds

and feelings of relleri."11

A similar debate arose after newspapers published photographs of eight American

commandos who died while tryingto rescue the 52 hostages from Iran. Readers said

photographs otthe commandos' charred; bodies were distasteful and undignifiid and

thit they."did a disservice to the.men who died and ware cruel in their impact on

the families of the dead."

'Thus, readers frequently object to photographs of crime, war, destruCtion,

poverty, unhappiness, human suffering and death. Readers are also concerned about

the issues of taste, privacy and human grief. Explicit photographs--detailed

closeups--seem most likely to arouse their anger. Editors, on the other hand,

S
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are more concerned about photographs' ne0swarXhiness:. Weir powerfulness,
. .A

significance and effectiveness at telling a story...

The debate raises three quaitioas of interest to.photo editors. First, which,

types-of photographs do readers consider mostnewsworthy? And.second, which types
. ,

.

of photographs do readers consider most offensive? ftevious studies'have already
_ .

begun to examine both questions, but the research seems incomplete. Some variables

- Ihave not yet been examined'. Moreover, previoSs.itudies have not considered a third- r
. . . . .

..

'
,,

and potentially more important question: If editors can accurately predict that

certain newsworthy photographs will offend some of their readers, is there anything,.
4

they can do to minimize those recdere,complaints?

a'
. Methodology

The authors isolated 22 variables which have concern-4d editors and readers pr

which seemed likely to affeCt their responses to controversial photographs. The

variables.includedt a photograph's newnessgenuinenese, 'proimity and maggiteder
,

a disaster's cause (natural vs. man-made); a victim's age, sex, race and friendliness.

nudit "; the exis;:ence a-rid extent -of injuries; and the presence of absence of guilt,

justification and grief. Also, some persons shoyn in the. photographs were identified
t

more. fully than others, and Some persons were identified as civilians while others
.1. .

were identified as firemen and soldiers.

Sevc...-:al of the variables were repeated with minor variations. For example:

an accident victim might be eninjured,or injured, his injuries might be minor or

serious, and the victim might, survive cir.die.- -

One of, the authors selected 22 photographs-4ne to illustrate each of the 22

variables. '.The two Other authors 'nevi -his s tione irldinezidentlY, and they
.---:."-

unanimously agreed with all 22 seAc`Illps: The pho ,graphs were intentionally taken

4-

4
from anittologies of memorable and prizWinning pittlizte so six:characteristics-

,

)

;,.2

740

frequently associated with news photos could be studied: the photos' tastefulness,

6
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newsworthiness, sigaificance, powitfulness,likability and offeniiveness.

Two cutlines:wera written for each photOgraph. The second cutline changed a

single word or phrase to alter readers' perceptions of the major variable under

consi ration.- For-example: the first cutline might report that an acsilnni

vi ie.ela was a man, and the second cutlinirtor:ihe same photograph might report
. 7

t

that the victim was a woman. The first cutline for another photograph might
,

report that the victim

the vi was killed:

or an innocent

Thu's, the authors

was injured, and the secood.cutlie might report that

that...he 1 vad nearby or far ewe , that he was a criMinal

ws:that he a black or a whiti(See Table I).
V.

knew the photographs were powerful, for example, but wanted

determine wilethak changes in the.dUtlines of powerful phoiogkaphs would also

change the photagsaphs impact, Eepecinlly their perceivediofiensivenees.,,

Copies of all 22 photographs were placed in enveloPes, and thephotographe
111

in each envelope were arrang in a different ?rdnr-to eliminate any bias that
.

might be caused by the primacy effect. A-the photogiaphs in half the envelopes

(Group I) were accompanied.by the first set of cutlines, and-the photographs in

the second half (Group 2) were accompani by the second lit-nf_cutlines.

The envelopes were distributed to the students enrolled in two int uctory

communications classap. Host of thestudents in both classes Were no fors. The
J

respondents were asked to arrange the 22 photographs in order; 1.4th the photograph

they cons ed most offensive 09/top, and the photogriphs they considered progressaly

.

less offensive order beneath it. A. questionnaire attached to each photograph

asked the respondents to rate its tastefulness, newsworthiness, significance,'

likability, offeniiveness and powerfulness on 6-point scales. The respondents

also..wsre.asked, '31 a newspaper editor received this photograph,, should he

publish it?"

4
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A sallarate questionnaire asked respondents their age, sex and college major.

Finally,' five tither questions asked about iheir normal media image: where they

usually obtain information abolt what's going on in,the wor d and how often they

use newspapers, television, radio and magazines.

All 22 photographs were appriiiimately the same size and ware printed in black

and white. To add to their realism, the cutlinee set to type and irinted.along
r

with the photographs, so they reslembled actual newspaper clippings. Despite the. I

plietographs' controversial content, none of the respondents voiced. any complaints

about being ?Iced to look at them, either during or,after the study. 4

Three hypotheses were formulated to test .the respondents' response to the

vagabies.' The hypotheses stated that:

)

ONE: Changes in the wording of a outline have a significant impact upon

readers' -ftronses to the content of a controversial or potentially

offensive photograph.
At

TWO:. Women are more likely to be offended bycontroversiai photographs

than,men.

P E : Persons who rarely use the media are 'more likely to be offeahed by
(.__..<

controversial photographs thin moons who use the media more regularly.
;J-

Findings and Analysis

A total of 33 respondents evaluated the first group of photographs, and 50

respondenti evaluated the second group. Fifty-one of the respondents
i
were men,

i
sf (7-

and 28 were women. The great majority?-6rwere 25 or(yvunger. Sixteen, were

jouraliem majors, and 62 were not. Tiii, statistics do not always add up to 83

because some respondents failed to answer all the questions about their age,

sex, 'coAege major aid.meclia usage.

.4)

11

a
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The Mann-Whitney U test shows that the respondents in Group 1 and the

respondes in Group 2 reacted differently to the offensiveness of only 4 of

the 22 photographs.' Two of those photographs showed persons, who had apparently

been injured. The respondents in Group 1 were told that the victims were

"miraculously uninjured" orothat "none of their injuries were serious." The

respondents in Group 2 were told victims had been injured, or that

their injuries were serious, and they considered the photographs more offensive.'

The third, photograph showed a woman plunging to her death from the fifth
V

floor of an Atlanta hotel. The respondents in Group 1 were told that the photograph

-had be-A.-taken recently, and they considerediit more offensive than the Group 2

respoMdents, wIyr were told that the photograph had been taken in 1946. The

fourth photograph showed a couple standing on .a California beach, and the

.4respondents told that the couple was seeking shelter because of a storm rconsidgitir

it less offensive than respondents who were told ttgt/the couple's 19- month, -old

son, hadiyak drowned,.

The differences between the respondents. in Group 1 andth respondents in

Group 2, were significant at the .05 level for all four photolr phs.

The,mean rankings of the remaining photographs were not significantly different.

Moreover, neither group consistently ranked the photographs as more or less offensive

than did the other group. The'first hypothesis consequently fails, since soma

differ/tacos could be expected to occur due to chance alone. lfhe first hypothesis

stated that, "Changes in the wording of a cutline have a significant impactupon

readers' responses to the content of a controversrl or a potentially offensive-

photograph."

The respondents obviously considered some types of photographs more offensive

than others. Because they were alike, the rankings of all 83 reipagents were 411



averaged together, and the mean scores for' the 22 photographi,ranged from a high

of 14.7 to a low.of 5.8. The highest possible score was 22, but it would have

occurred only if all 83 respondents had considered the samirphotograph most

offensive.

As expected, the respondents considered photographs of human suffering most

,ffensive. Two photographs received scores of 14.7; one ihowed two accident

victims whose clothes were afire, and the second ehowed New York detictives

standing alongside the partially covered body of a hoodlum who had been killed

by another hoodluM.

ther p °graphs considered.Wohly offensive and their mean scores included:

an jured pe son being carried from a fire, 14.4; a man raising his'hands in

surrender after being shot by the police, 14.1; the covered body of a traffic

victim, 13.8; a "living skeleton" freed from a prison camp after World War-II,

''-13.Cthe bodies of 300 moldiers outside a prison camp, 13:7; 'an ant who __.

i'niisurvivacia,bombing, 13.6; the bodies of several American soldiers lled.in c')

combat, 15.0; a womap kneeling :adz:said. her injured husband following a plane'

crash, 12.6; and an ured medic. caring for a wounded comrade in Vietnft, 11.9.

Three photographs sbowedpersons falling to their deaths, and all three
I

received scores of 11.7 to 11.2. Thus, they ranked 12th, 13th andil4th in offensivenem
, .

A frontal shot of a bare-biasted woman ranked 15th and had a mean score of 10.2.,

By comperison, a photograph showing a bathing beauty--a woman wearing a bikini at

a bead d 20th, witl4vuman score of 7.9.

Surprisingly, two photographs of human grief ranked 19th and 21st, indidating

that the respondents considered them:relitivqk inoffensive. ,One, with a mean

score Of 8.4, showed a woman clasping her hands-to her mouth and standing in front

of an' apartment building damaged by a tornado. The second, with a mean score of -6Z5,
,

shoved the couple on aCalifo each. Group 1 respondents, who were told that the

7
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couple's son had just died, gave the latter photograph a mean score of 8.7,

While the respondents in Group 2 gave it a mean score of 4.9. Thus, the

pIutograph's overall score'would have risen only slightly iralVthedrespondents

had been told abut the death, and the photograph would still have been considered

carless offensive than the hotographe showing visible injuries and death.

The photograph considered, least offensive showed a buffalo grasingin a

national forest. R 'pendent@ in'Croup 1 were told that the"buffalo would he

killed by hunters and respondents in Group 2 were told that it would be killed

by rangers to prevent overgrasing in the forest.

Five of the photographs considered highly offensive were also considered

distasteful by a majority of the respendetts. The photograph consideredinost
I

distasteful showed the dead hoodlum. Fifty-three respondents said it was in
A

"bad" or "very bad" taste or thet.it was "more tasteful than not," whereas

only 27 respondente.said it was in "very good" "good" taste or was "more

tasteful than not." Other photographs, and the number of respondents who

considered them distasteful included: the conred body of'a traffic victim, 51;

the women plunging to her death, from a hotel, 49; the woman being carried from a

fire, 45;-and-the bddies of 300 soldiers, 44 (See Table 2).

The photograph of the bard - breasted woman ranked 15th in offensiveness;

nevertheless, 47 respopdants said it was distasteful.

Conversely, the photographs considered most tasteful and the lumber of

respondents who ranked them in "very good" or "good" taste or "more tasteful thep

not" included: the buffalo, 76; the bathing beauty, 67; the injured medic treating

a wounded comrade,'63; a child digging through some rubble, 62; and heavily -axed

British soldiers charging down a street in Belfast, Ireland, 61. Sixty-two .

respoadents also considered both photographs 014umen grief tasteful: the woman

outside the damaged apartment and the couple on a California beach. Even 20 of
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-107.

4

the 13 Group 1 respondents who were.told the couple's son had just died. considered

the photograph tasteful.

A majority of,the respondents considered all but two of the photographs both

newsworthy and powerful". The 'mentions for.both variables showed the bathing

beauty and the couple on a Califotnia.beach. The photograph of the couple on

the beech also was the only one considered "somewhat" or "very" insignificant.

The respondents were more evenly divided on the variables of.likability,

taste.and offensiveness. Nevertheless, 74 respondents said they liked the

photograph of the buffaa':--Curiously the second and third most likable photographs

showed persoi s whoyare)obviously injured but who were behing helped by other

persons. Sixty-two respondents liked the photograph of an inured medic helping

another soldier, and 61 liked a photograph showing a telephone lineman administering

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to. a buddy who had touched a live wire.
\

. lo'
.Conversely, the photographs considered least, likable and the number'of

`tespondens who disliked them included: the woman plunging to he death,' 55;

the.dsad gangster, 54; the dowered body of a traffic victim, 47; the victim

being carried from a fire, 4; the 300 dead soldiers, 44; and the bare-breasted, ,

womat, 42.

Scores on t 4-scale also showed that 51 respondents were offended

by the photo ph showihg the 300 bodies outside a prisoner of war camp, 46 were

offended the photOgraph of the dead gangster, and 43 were offended by the

photograp of the ?omen ling from i hotel.

A ma ority of the respondents said newspapers should publish 16 of the 22

sphotograp ftriaine,respondenti did not wan editors to publish the
r

4photogra owing the bare-breastetwomencbut 21 did.' Similarly, the respondents

spli 8 to 23 against publishing the photograph of the couple on the Califd$bia

12
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beach, 52,t6" 29 against publiehing tho photograph of the dead aanost*, 51 to 30

ali/no publishing the photograph of the woman falling from a hotel, and 47 to 33
...,. o , T .

against publishing the pboioiraih of the bathing beauty. The respondents were
. . )

. ...

about evenly divided (38 to 41) over the photograph showing the cowered body of -

.... ,
.

.

_ -.., -1-J,

.. .

*traffic victie.e
,

. - ,.
,

. 4 . S

1 ,sAs pragmatidally expected 'almost al4 the scores were highly correlated with
,.

,
...

each other. Power, theanly exception4 was higkly correlated with the variables'
. .

otnewsworthiheis and significance but appeared to-be;somewhat different than them,
- . 7,..,., , . \. . , ,

since. newsworthiness and eignifliancebut mat powea..were also highly correlated
, . . .

.

with the ot4Or variables.
( .. 1:- ,....

The coeffiCienurof correlation, between most pare of the photo variables were
s

significant at.p leis than .001.. When the respondents in Group.1 mere coilidered

S ,

'separately, the coefficients of correlation between the variables of polar and

fasts, power andliklibilitY, power and offensiveness, and power.and publishtlon't

publish,were much lower but still significant at p. below .10. The lcoef1ficients

for respondents in Group 2 were low on three of the variables. One of those

'three exceptions, the correlation between the variables of power and publish/don't

pubilish, was .37, 124..001. The.correlation between.power and taste for the

rehpondents in Group 2 was not significant.

The most powerful photographs were considered the most publishable, bl\there

were exceptiong.I( otos '1, 10, 15, 16 and 20). Also, all but two of the photographs

(Photos 17 and 20) were rated consistently powerful, significant, and' newsworthy.

Kendall coefficients shim that women considered the photographs significantly

less tasteful, less)ikable and more offensive than did men. The women in Group 1

alio tended to consider the photographs less newsworthy. Thus, the data support

the second hypothesis, which stated that, "Women are more likely to be'offended by

controversial photographs than men.

13
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Age was significantlycorrelated with the variables of significance and

power for the respondents in Group 1, but-not for the respondents in Group 2.

Younger respondents in Group 1 considsod the photographs more significant
.

and more powerful.

The respondents' normal usage of the media did not significantly affect

their response to any of the photographs. Thus, the data failed to support the

thild hypothesis, which stated'that, "Persons who rarely use the media are More

likely to be offended by controversial-photographs than persona who use the media

more regularly.

Perhaps most obviously, the results confirmsa seiner findings that the

ptiblic is most upset by photographs'of violence, injuries and.death. However,

ttte results also revealed several additional trenda,.---0,/

The respondents were especially rrified by photographs fIfires and hire

victims but were relatively tolerant f photographs which showed people falling

to their deaths. Photographs of human grief clearly were not as offensive as

commonly imagined. Also, 4ispondents generally liked the photographs which

showed people helping other people, even when Bowl of the victims had been

injured. 0

It did not matter whether.the bony of an accident victim was covered opt

.4.\) uncovered, no; whether accident victims livinearby or far sway. Howhveri photograpt

showing accident victims who had been Injured or seriously injured seemed more

disturbing than photographs showing accident victims who had escpped injured or

who had suffered only minor injuries. The respondents also disliked nudity and

' 't publish cheesecake; however, few said they were offended by the

cheese aka.

14



Because all the respondents were college'students, they could not be

considered typical newspaper readers. Nevertheless, the fact that they ware

most disturbed by thi typerf photograph that'also diliurbed the respondents

in previous studies adds Credence ,to the respite.
,

The fact that the espondents in Groups 1 and 2 reacted in the same way
/ .

even though they rec
,

ed different cutlines for th4P22 photographs suggests

that editors cannot easily minimize the public's:complaints about the publication

AP
of controversial,photOgraphs. The photographs seem to have an impaZt that cannot

.

be altered by alteration in their cutlines.

Nevertheless, readers may be more understanding. than is generally imagined.

A majority,of the respondents in this study considered 20 of the 22 photographs

newswottfiy, and it seems likely that a great many editors, would also reject the

two photographs that were not considered newswofthy--photegraphaehowing7 a woman

in sfbikiai-and a couple on a beach. Moreover, a mafority of the respondents felt

that editors should publish many of the photographs which they considered distasteful

/unlikable and offensive. However, the respondents were unwilling to publish all the

photographs they considered distasteful, unlikable.and offensive, apparently because

they weighed those considerations tore heavily than do newspaper editors.

Summary

lie authors isolated 22 variables which have concerned editors and readers

or which seemed likely to affdct their responses to controversial photographs.

One photograph illustrating each variable was shown to 83 respondents; however,

-the cutline information accompanying those photographs varied from group to

group.

15
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'Overall, there were no significant differences in the reactions of respondents

who,received.the different outlines indicating that readers respoAded to the

photographs,themielves, and thatothe photographs' meaning and impact was not

significantly changed by the words accompanying them.

' As expected, readers were most distprbed by photographs showing human

suffering, deatb, and injuries. Women considered the photographs less testeful,

less likable and more'offensi* than men. Younger respondents'in one grouP

tended to consider the photographs/more significant, and more powerful than

older responddnts. rowever, the respondents' 'normal, media usage did not affect

iheir reactions to the photographs.

I
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Description of Photograph

Table 1

Variable Maine 1

Two men, both afire Proximity Two lopal men
P,

Hrdered criminal Magnitude Mob chieftain

PILtoson lurid in fire: Sex Man

Suspect shot. by police Innocence Escaped convict

COVered bodyon road Age 77year-old

Freed.WWII priioner Identity U.S. gold.*

Bodies of 3017 soldiers Friend/6mi Russian .

Baby survives bombing Extent of injury Uninjured

Dead American soldiers' Race No mention

Planogrash victims Magnitude Few killed

Wbunded medic, soldier Extent of injury Minor

Woman falling,to death -Newness
. Regent photo

Boy.faIling from plane Extent of ID -Gives Lull ID

like 'falling to death Identity- Notelguest

Topless woman Identityv No name: "photo
shows face

Lineman getting aid

Soldiers in Belfast

Child digs in rubble

SurviWor of tornado

Bathing beauty

Couple at beach

Grasiag buffs'',

O

)

Extent of injury

Raility

Cause

Magnitude /grief'

Justification

Grief

Cause of death,

Minas burns

Chasing terror

Earthquake

Physical damage

Contest winners

Baby.drowned

HOnters

17

Comparative

11111
Cutline 2 Offensiveness

Two Chicago men 1 (Tie)

Petty thief 1 1 (Tie)

Woman 3

Innocent notor4ag7:i 4

70- year -old S (Tie)

Jew

British

Injured

Black

5 (Tie>

.7

8

9

*ay haled 16.;

Serious

1946 photo

No age

11

12

13

Fireman

No name: face
is covered

Died

Drill

.15

16

17

Scabs, 18

3 persons died .19

Beauty' at beach, 20

Cans* ia,jecnit 21

Foreetry iervice 22
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Table 2

Tasteful Newsworthy Significant Likable Offensive, Powerful Publish'
Photograph Yes/No Yes No Yes/No' -yYes/No Yes/No Yes /No . The /No

1 30/51 63/18 6 5 34/47 I. 38/43 )' 69/12 - 38/41.:::

2 36/45 . 70?(1, 69/ 936/44; ,-, 4i/40 ,75/6 - 48/32

3 12/38 74/7 J70/11 48/33
,

37/44 75/6 41/34

,. 43/38 74/7 75/6 48/33 33/48 73/8 53/28

5 40/41 75/5 75/5 43/37 16/44 77/3 ., 56/24
i6 53/27 76/5 75/3 .Y7: 53/28, '26/54 74/7 54/26

7/
61/2060/21 77/4 : 76/5 20/01' 78/3 57/24

8 37/44 75/6 .76/5 37/44 51/29 78/3.. 49/32.'

4! 63/18 :74/7 -,i4/6 62/18, 25/55 81/0 64/17

10 '34/47 44/37 -45/35: 39/42 -, 37/44 48/32 ',. 21/59
:v.11 47/34 74/6 73/8 49/32 31/50 -,77/4 117'.1..

12 40/42 lk 74/73. 74/7. 42/39. 37/43 :75/5 32/28
13 51/30 77/4 72/9 , 46/35 37,2/0 ''.70/11, 1

/-
59/22. .

14 7 62/19 67/13, .' 65/16 ,42 52/29 `.4)77' 44/17 57/23
'7; )
27/53 9

- 4
61/20

.. , - ,

. 59/22 6/35. :0''.58/23 29/52127/54 '

.,
15 32/40').' "67/14 63/18 -2.6/55: 43/38 63/18 30/51

17 62/19 25/56 , 37/44 42/39 12/69 39/41 23/58--.

/8, 61/20 67/14 69/12 . 57/24, ';16/65 '.) 65/16 5Y/24-

V > k

19 , 51/30. ''' 67/14 -69/12. '51/3041. 3/58. 67/14 : 55/26 .

20 . 67/14' 27/54, 42/39 '56/24 ?. . 45/35 33/47
%.-.

21'. 62/19 69/12 ''' 72/4 h 55/26 10/ ' 72/8 58/23

22 76/5 74/762/19 73/8 6/74 .66/15 58/21
,

. 4

18 ti
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